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We isolated and characterized a cluster of platypus DMRT genes and compared their arrangement, location, and sequence across vertebrates.
The DMRT gene cluster on human 9p24.3 harbors, in order, DMRT1, DMRT3, and DMRT2, which share a DM domain. DMRT1 is highly
conserved and involved in sexual development in vertebrates, and deletions in this region cause sex reversal in humans. Sequence comparisons of
DMRT genes between species have been valuable in identifying exons, control regions, and conserved nongenic regions (CNGs). The addition of
platypus sequences is expected to be particularly valuable, since monotremes fill a gap in the vertebrate genome coverage. We therefore isolated
and fully sequenced platypus BAC clones containing DMRT3 and DMRT2 as well as DMRT1 and then generated multispecies alignments and ran
prediction programs followed by experimental verification to annotate this gene cluster. We found that the three genes have 58–66% identity to
their human orthologues, lie in the same order as in other vertebrates, and colocate on 1 of the 10 platypus sex chromosomes, X5. We also predict
that optimal annotation of the newly sequenced platypus genome will be challenging. The analysis of platypus sequence revealed differences in
structure and sequence of the DMRT gene cluster. Multispecies comparison was particularly effective for detecting CNGs, revealing several novel
potential regulatory regions within DMRT3 and DMRT2 as well as DMRT1. RT-PCR indicated that platypus DMRT1 and DMRT3 are expressed
specifically in the adult testis (and not ovary), but DMRT2 has a wider expression profile, as it does for other mammals. The platypus DMRT1
expression pattern, and its location on an X chromosome, suggests an involvement in monotreme sexual development.
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(DMRT) gene family have been independently isolated in
vertebrates and invertebrates and are of special interest because
of their roles in sexual differentiation [1]. Comparison of gene
arrangement, sequence, and expression in different vertebrates,
such as human, mouse, and pufferfish, has been invaluable in
annotating the genes and assessing their functions [2,3]. The
egg-laying monotreme mammals (platypus and echidna) are of
particular interest in such studies because of the unique
phylogenetic position they occupy at the base of the mammalian
radiation and their unique reproductive strategy.⁎ Corresponding author. Fax: +61 2 61254891.
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doi:10.1016/j.ygeno.2006.07.017Placental mammals and marsupials have an XX female:XY
male chromosomal sex-determining system in which the Y-
borne SRY gene triggers a testis-determining pathway that
leads to masculinization of the embryo. In contrast, birds have
a ZW female:ZZ male system. There is no SRY, and so far the
best candidate for a dosage-dependant sex-determining gene is
DMRT1, which lies on the Z chromosome and is therefore
present in two doses in males and a single dose in females [4].
In contrast, DMRT1 is autosomal in humans and other
mammals. Recently, however, the unexpected localization of
DMRT1 on a sex chromosome in the platypus demonstrated
that the complex sex chromosome system of this monotreme
contains elements of both the avian and the mammalian sex
determination systems [5].
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combines some mammalian (e.g., lactation) with some reptilian
features (e.g., egg-laying). They also have a unique chromoso-
mal system of sex determination, with a sex chromosome
complex and apparently no SRY homologue. The platypus
(Ornithorhynchus anatinus) has 10 sex chromosomes (5X, 5Y),
which form an alternating X–Y translocation chain at male
meiosis. At one end of the chain lies an X with homology to the
human X, and at the other end is an X containing DMRT1 [5]. In
the absence of a platypus SRY homologue, DMRT1 is
considered to be a candidate sex-determining gene or a relic
of an ancient DMRT1-controlled ZW system that was replaced
by an SRY-controlled XY system. Thus studies of the DMRT
genes in platypus may enlighten us about the putative role of
DMRT genes in sex determination.
DMRT1 is highly conserved in all animals and is involved in
sex determination and sex differentiation in vertebrates as well
as the fruit fly and nematode. Although SRY is recognized as
the master switch that regulates the sex-determining pathway,
early embryonic DMRT1 expression is an essential downstream
event for normal testicular development in mammals. In
humans several sex-reversed XY female patients have deletions
of 9p24.3, the location of DMRT1. A transposed copy of
DMRT1 (DMY) located on a novel Y chromosome controls sex
in the medaka fish but not in other fish [6–8]. DMRT1 is thus an
ancient sex-differentiation gene, although its role in the sex-
determination pathway is not fixed between species [1].
The DMRT1 gene lies next to two other genes sharing a
conserved domain, DMRT2 and DMRT3, in the order DMRT1–
DMRT3–DMRT2, an organization that is common to all
vertebrates studied to date. This cluster lies on human
chromosome 9 (HSA9), medaka linkage group 9 (Oryzias
latipes LG9), zebrafish LG5 (Danio rerio), and scaffold_4 in
the pufferfish (Fugu rubripes) (Ensembl Web site) [3,9],
implying that this represents the ancestral vertebrate gene
arrangement [10]. Duplication of this region is thought to have
given rise to other paralogous DM gene copies on human
chromosomes 1 and 19. Another copy, DMRTC1 on Xq13, is
implicated in premature ovarian failure [10]. There are also
several DM gene paralogues in mouse that are involved in both
testis and ovary development [11].
Consistent with a putative role in vertebrate sex determina-
tion, DMRT1 expression is gonad-specific and is detected early
in the somatic cells of the testis in placental mammals [11–13],
marsupial mammals [14], birds [12,15,16], reptiles [17,18],
frogs [19,20], and fish [3,6,9,21–23]. In mice, marsupials,
birds, and alligators (but not humans and frogs), DMRT1
expression is first detected in genital ridges in both sexes and is
preferentially upregulated later in male gonads [13–15,24].
This gene family in invertebrates and vertebrates is defined
by possession of a DM domain, a zinc finger-like DNA-binding
motif, outside of which DM genes differ in size, structure, and
presence of other domains [10]. The presence of a single DM
family gene in Drosophila melanogaster implies that it
duplicated in the vertebrate lineage prior to divergence of
teleost fish [10,25]. Similarities are still evident; for instance,
members of the vertebrate DMRT1 subfamily encode a proteinwith a proline/serine (P/S)-rich domain close to the C-terminal,
a feature shared with the male isoform of D. melanogaster dsx
[10].
Structural features of the DMRT2 subfamily include a
domain near the C-terminal shared with D. melanogaster,
dmrt11E. [10]. DMRT2 (terra) expression profiles suggest this
gene is involved in somitogenesis in medaka and zebrafish
[26,27], chicken [28], and mouse [11,29]. Some weak
expression in the ovary was detected in medaka [27]. The
DMRT3 protein has a conserved DMA domain downstream of
the DM domain [10]. DMRT3 has two isoforms in humans, one
expressed in the brain and lung and the other abundant in adult
testis [10,30]. It is enriched in embryonic mouse testis compared
to ovary, while in the chicken it is restricted to the Mullerian
ducts [11,12]. A conserved expression pattern has been
identified in both chicken and mouse forebrain, neural tube,
and nasal placodes and additionally in the chicken tail somites
[31]. In medaka, dmrt3 is similarly expressed in the dorsal
neural tube as well as the hind brain [27].
On HSA 9p24.3 DMRT1 is clustered with DMRT3 and
DMRT2 in this specific order over 220 kb, and all are trans-
cribed in the same direction. This linkage and organization, as
well as gonadal expression, is conserved from fish to human and
has been described as reminiscent of the hox gene cluster [32].
Human DMRT1 has five exons across approximately 125 kb,
DMRT3 has two exons over 15 kb, and DMRT2 over 7 kb has
three to six exons depending on the isoform (with at least two
exons aligning with other DMRT2 exons of vertebrate amniotes
at any one time; MLAGAN alignments, Ensembl Web site).
The availability of genomic sequence from diverse and
distantly related species permits the use of comparative
genomics to detect conserved sequences that reveal exons,
UTRs, and regulatory regions such as transcription factor
binding sites [33,34]. In addition, such comparisons have
identified CNGs [35], also known as conserved noncoding
elements [36], multiple species-conserved sequences [37], and
highly conserved regions [38]. Previous studies identified
extremely highly conserved regions within the introns of
DMRT1 and the intergenic regions between DMRT1 and
DMRT3 [3,16]. Sequence comparisons between human and
pufferfish DMRT1 revealed three regions (A, B, and C [3], and
a fourth (D) was identified by aligning emu and human DMRT1
genomic sequences [16]). These CNGs were suggested to play a
role in regulation of the DMRT gene cluster, and indeed, other
CNGs have been discovered near genes important in develop-
ment, transcription, morphogenesis, and neurogenesis [36,39].
Having diverged some 210 Mya from therian mammals
(placentals and marsupials), the low homology of monotreme
and human sequence makes the platypus sequence particularly
valuable in the search for conserved sequence and for
identifying mammal-specific regulatory regions [34,40].
In this study we provide a thorough analysis of the DMRT
gene cluster in the platypus and assess the value of the
monotreme genomic sequence for identifying exons, candidate
regulatory elements, and CNGs. We have isolated, sequenced,
and mapped platypus DMRT1, DMRT3, and DMRT2 and
present the optimal annotation with currently available gene
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sion profile of these genes that supports a role for DMRT1 in
testis development in the platypus.
Results
We isolated, sequenced, characterized, mapped, and anno-
tated BACs containing platypus DMRT1, DMRT3, and DMRT2
and compared sequences across vertebrates to identify exons
and CNGs.
Isolation and characterization of the platypus DMRT gene
cluster
The platypus BAC library was screened for DMRT1 using
a partial chicken DMRT1 cDNA. A single positive BAC
OABb-43A15 (Accession No. AC152567) was identified,
isolated, and sized at ∼120 kb. The inclusion of DMRT1 in
the BAC was verified by PCR using primers for conserved
noncoding regions A, B, and C [3] as reported previously [5].
Analysis by shotgun cloning identified partial sequence from
exons 1 (Accession No. AJ744848) and 3 (Accession No.
AJ744847). The clone contained the majority of the OaDMRT1
gene. However, primers failed to amplify known, conserved
noncoding intergenic regions B and C between OaDMRT1 and
OaDMRT3 (results not shown), indicating that the BAC
contained only platypus DMRT1 and upstream sequences.
This DMRT1-containing platypus BAC was fully sequenced at
Washington University, St. Louis, Genome Sequencing Center
(GSC), showing its full length to be 119,966 bp.
The BAC library was then screened using platypus genomic
sequence amplified from CNG regions B and C to clone the
region just downstream of DMRT1. Of three positive candidates
containing region C, BAC OABb-24M14 (Accession No.
AC152941) was chosen and its 145,914-bp sequence delineated
at the GSC. Both BACs were annotated to identify DMRT2 and
possibly DMRT3 sequence. A 24-kb region of overlap was
identified, and the total length of the contig was calculated to be
241,497 bp.
Prediction of DMRT genes and their putative products
Each BAC was analyzed separately using gene prediction
programs (Supplemental Figs. 1 and 2), then the 241.5-kb
contig was subjected to analysis as a whole (Supplemental Fig.
3). For the homology-based programs, we predicted genes using
sequence from several informant genomes, including fish,
avian, and human sequence, to increase predictive power. We
subjected the sequence to analysis using GenomeScan [41],
which combines, in an integrated model, exon–intron and splice
signal models with similarity to known protein sequences.
Predicted exons with similarity to known proteins are assigned a
BlastX hit [42] (Supplemental Figs. 1 and 2).
GenomeScan predicted seven exons in platypus DMRT1,
five of which matched BlastX hits and corresponded to human
DMRT1 exons. Two predicted exons (2b and 4b) were novel.
Putative exon 2b, coding for 18 amino acids, had no homologyto DMRT1 in other species, but its presence in platypus testis
mRNA was verified by reverse transcriptase polymerase chain
reaction (RT-PCR) and sequencing of the product (Fig. 1). Exon
4b was predicted to encode a polypeptide of 52 amino acids,
which showed no similarity to any protein sequence in the
database (Fig. 1 and Supplemental Fig. 4). For de novo gene
prediction, the GenScan program [43] was used. Prediction for
OaDMRT1 exons was similar to that made by GenomeScan and
included the two novel exons 2b and 4b. The amino acid
sequence of platypus DMRT1 has a 58% identity when aligned
to its human counterpart (Supplemental Fig. 4).
Similarly, for DMRT2 and DMRT3 GenomeScan predicted
several exons in addition to those for which BlastX hits showed
similarity to known DMRT proteins. DMRT3 was predicted to
have 6 exons, only 2 of which match BlastX hits and resemble
the human DMRT3 gene transcript. DMRT2 was predicted to
have 3 exons matching BlastX hits (these are shown boxed in
Supplemental Fig. 2), but also 11 other exons that have no
similarity to DMRT2 genes or any other protein in current
databases were predicted. Only exons matching BlastX hits for
OaDMRT2 resemble the human transcript structure. GenScan
confounded OaDMRT3 and OaDMRT2 into one long gene as
shown in Supplemental Fig. 3. Our consensus annotation for the
platypus predicted genes OaDMRT2 and OaDMRT3 includes
only the exons detected by BlastX hits. Both predicted proteins
show 66% identity when aligned to their respective human
homologues (Supplemental Figs. 5 and 6).
Colocalization of platypus DMRT1, DMRT3, and DMRT2
The physical location of OaDMRT3 and OaDMRT2 relative
to OaDMRT1 (previously mapped) was determined by two-
color fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). The BAC
containing OaDMRT3 and OaDMRT2 was labeled with
digoxigenin and the OaDMRT1 BAC with biotin, then they
were hybridized together onto platypus male metaphase
chromosome spreads (Fig. 2). Red and green signals represent-
ing these overlapping BACs colocalized to chromosome X5,
identified by size, morphology, and reverse DAPI banding.
Sequence analysis
Identification of CNGs
A 370-bp CNG (here named region E) having 79%
homology to the human sequence was identified in an intronic
segment by shotgun cloning of BAC OABb-45A13 (Fig. 3C).
To investigate whether this sequence is conserved in other
species, primers were designed across the most conserved
region. A fragment of approximately 200 bp was PCR amplified
in all mammals, as well as snakes. Several bands were amplified
in the chicken, frog, and turtle, but no distinct product could be
sequenced (Figs. 3A and B); however, Blast searches of trace
archives using the platypus sequence later established the
presence of homologous region E sequence in these genomes
and others for which no DNA was available to test. No
homologous sequence was found using these primers or
degenerate primers or by Blast searches for fish species (Fugu
Fig. 1. Multiple DMRT1 amino acid alignment. The RT-PCR product of platypus OaDMRT1 is aligned with amino acids of DMRT1 from human, rat, chicken, and
zebrafish proteins spanning exons 1 to 3; where identical they are shown boxed in gray. The DM domain is outlined in black, and the new platypus exon is outlined
with a black dashed line. Platypus and human splice sites are numbered from 1 to 3, with the platypus having exons 2a and 2b. Open triangles indicate the platypus
splice sites and solid triangles the human exon–intron junctions. Accession Nos.: human, NP_068770; rat, NP_446158; chicken, AAF19666; zebrafish, NP_991191.
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other conserved regions found by comparing aligned sequences
are described below.
VISTA analysis
To visualize conservation at the sequence level, a VISTA plot
was produced (Fig. 4). The VISTA tool aligns and compares
long sequences from various species in a multiple window-
based comparison of sequence conservation. Using the Web
server [44], we aligned the platypus contig with genomic
sequence for the DMRT gene cluster from human, mouse, rat,
dog, opossum, and chicken in a multi-LAGAN (MLAGAN)
multispecies alignment [44–46]. No fish or toad sequence was
used in the multiple alignments because it was difficult to obtain
reliable global alignments for the entire region covering the
DMRT gene cluster. Cow and chimpanzee DMRT sequences
were not used because of gaps in the genome assembly and
redundancy of their information.Overall, we observed substantial conservation in both
coding and noncoding sequences across the whole gene
cluster between all the mammals and, to a lesser extent, with
chicken. Comparisons of human DMRT1–3–2 sequence with
rat, mouse, and dog sequence showed considerable back-
ground “noise” or homology within and between genes.
Human–chicken comparisons showed limited homology over
DMRT1 and DMRT3 and no homology over DMRT2, whose
physical location has not yet been determined in chicken.
The platypus sequence falls between these two extremes,
showing sharp homology peaks over all the exons of the
gene cluster, as well as over the previously identified CNGs
(Fig. 4).
Several novel CNGs were identified, and suggested
nomenclature, sizes, and locations in the platypus and human
sequence are listed in Supplemental Table 1. This list contains
the first CNG to be identified in DMRT2 and two new CNGs
within DMRT3. Region V at 172 kb on the human sequence
Fig. 2. Localization of the platypus DMRT1–DMRT2–DMRT3 cluster contain-
ing BACs on male platypus metaphase spreads by two-color FISH. Specific
hybridization signals with the OaDMRT1 BAC in green (OABb-43A15) and
OaDMRT2-3 BAC in red (OABb-24M14) localize to the long arm of
chromosome X5. Chromosomes are counterstained blue with DAPI. Inset is
X5 showing its short arms ending with a satellite structure.
Fig. 3. Analysis of CNG E. (A and B) PCR analysis of the conservation of region
E in various species. A fragment of approximately 210 bp is amplified in all
mammals and in the water python and tiger snakes. Variably sized region E as
well as nonspecific bands appear in chicken, turtle, and frog lanes. (C) Sequence
conservation of the DMRT1 intronic region E. Alignment of the DMRT1 CNG
region E shows 79% identity between the platypus and the human sequence.
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mistaken for a placental-specific sequence without the
homology in platypus. On the other hand, a CNG at 186 kb
shows well over 80% conservation in all but the platypus
sequence. The nearby region W at 179 kb is conserved in all
species, with lower percentage identity for chicken and
opossum. Arrows on the VISTA plot indicate CNGs shared
by all species compared, mammalian-specific CNGs, placen-
tal-specific CNGs, and those missing in platypus. Nine of these
DMRT CNGs fit the criteria for core evolutionarily conserved
regions that are at least 350 bp long and show 77% identity
with human sequence [47]: F (5′ of DMRT1); K, A, E, Q, and
R (within DMRT1 introns); B and C (between DMRT1 and
DMRT3); and region V (within DMRT3 introns).
Repeat content analysis of the DMRT1–3–2 gene cluster
The distribution of repetitive elements in the platypus
sequence was analyzed with the RepeatMasker program over
the 241-kb platypus DMRT1–3–2 BAC contig, using the
Monotremata setting that takes into account monotreme-
specific repeats integrated into the program. Similarly, repeat
distribution for each of human, mouse, rat, dog, opossum, and
chicken equivalent regions was undertaken (Table 1). The
overall transposable element content was highest in the human
sequence and lowest in chicken. In the platypus no DNA
elements or LTRs were found, whereas the contents of SINEs,
LINEs, and SR/LC repeats were comparable to the range
observed in other mammals. The GC and repeat content of theFig. 4. VISTA plot comparing the 9p24.3DMRT gene cluster between species. Peaks
containing the DMRT gene cluster are compared with mouse, rat, dog, opossum, plat
track is featured on the top and transcriptional orientation indicated by arrows, its
annotation, with blue denoting coding exons, light blue untranslated regions, and pin
sequence, while the vertical axis indicates percentage identity (50–100%), with a thre
point to species-specific conserved regions, while asterisks highlight CNGs within Dplatypus genome within this region fell in the same range as
other mammals.
Final annotation of platypus DMRT gene cluster
A final annotation of the platypus DMRT cluster, based on a
combination of bioinformatics and RT-PCR (below), is
summarized in Fig. 5B. Platypus DMRT1 is annotated as
having seven exons, DMRT3 has two exons, and DMRT2 has
three exons (Fig. 5A). As shown in Supplemental Table 1, none
of the predicted exons overlap with the CNGs highlighted by
the VISTA alignment.
Expression of platypus DMRT genes
RT-PCR was carried out to determine the transcription
profile of OaDMRT1, OaDMRT2, and OaDMRT3 in a range ofof similarity in pair-wise sequence alignments between human genomic sequence
ypus, and chicken. The annotation is based on the human reference sequence, its
scale as a reference track is at the bottom in kilobases. Peak colors match the
k noncoding sequence. The horizontal axis shows relative position in the human
shold of 70% identity in a 100-bp window for coding sequences. Colored arrows
MRT3 and DMRT2.
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Table 1
Repetitive sequence content of the regions used in multispecies comparisons of

















Human 44.00 38.96 21.28 12.22 1.22 2.46 1.78 260
Mouse 45.73 31.59 10.84 5.06 8.74 1.43 5.52 260
Rat 45.78 28.58 8.65 5.44 8.28 1.54 4.67 260
Dog 45.85 33.26 16.37 11.04 1.80 2.49 1.56 260
Monodelphis 38.92 26.61 12.56 10.24 0 0 3.81 384
Platypus 43.99 26.76 16.08 8.98 0 0 1.70 241
Chicken 42.70 6.73 0 4.46 0 0.91 1.36 260
Abbreviations used: SINE, short interspersed elements; LINE, long interspersed
elements; LTR, retrotransposons; DNA, DNA elements/transposons; SR, simple
repeats; LC, low-complexity repeats; other, unclassified, small RNAs.
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narrowed our choice to adult male and female platypus tissues,
as well as cultured fibroblasts from different females. Intron-
spanning primers were designed from the OaDMRT1 sequence
and its RT-PCR product (alignment, Fig. 1). OaDMRT2 and
OaDMRT3 primers were both designed from sequence within
the last exon (alignments of PCR product shown in Supple-
mental Fig. 7). Platypus DMRT1 and DMRT3 are expressed
only in testis (Fig. 6), whereas DMRT2 is expressed in female
fibroblasts and ovaries and in male kidney and testis.
To test whether the predicted exons were expressed, RT-PCR
with sequence-specific primers was carried out. In addition to
exons matching BlastX hits, one newly identified exon (named
fragment 2.04 and not annotated as part of OaDMRT2, boxed in
Supplemental Fig. 2) was identified only in testis RNA. This
putative exon was predicted to be part of OaDMRT2, but could
represent a new gene. No other putative exon (those not
matching a BlastX hit within OaDMRT3 and OaDMRT2
GenomeScan predictions) was distinctly amplified by RT-PCR
despite several primer combinations (six primer pairs and three
singles in 19 combinations across various predicted exons, data
not shown).We have not been able to exclude these as either new
upstream exons for OaDMRT2 or separate transcripts of a new
gene (that is expressed in tissues other than those we examined).
Discussion
Comparative genomic analysis, using comparative align-
ment and gene prediction methodology (“phylogenetic foot-
printing”), provides a powerful tool to identify conserved
segments of potential biological function such as protein-
coding and regulatory regions. It has been predicted that
monotreme sequence will be particularly valuable for compara-
tive genomics, because the distant relationship with placental
mammals reveals conserved sequence against a reduced
background, yet permits proper alignment of orthologous
sequence [40]. This was apparent in the analysis of sequence
from many vertebrates [34]. We confirmed that inclusion of
sequence from the platypus makes a powerful contribution,
because background noise is lower than for comparisons
between placental mammals, but sequences are easier to align
than for chicken, frog, and fish.Characteristics of platypus genome sequence
A slight compression of the platypus DMRT cluster region
was observed in comparison to the human sequence. This is
consistent with the smaller platypus genome size of ∼2.5 Gb
compared with placental mammals (Platypus Genome and
Annotation Consortium, May 2006).
Our analysis of a 241-kb region of the platypus genome gave
a GC and repeat content of the platypus genome in the same
range as that of other mammals, in contrast to previous reports
from 1.26 Mb of the CFTR region, where the platypus had the
highest GC% of any mammal, comparable only to that of Fugu
[48]. It may be significant that the DMRT cluster region lies on
an X chromosome in platypus, but not in therian mammals, so
the sequence might be biased. The platypus sequence also failed
to show the distinct repeat content, especially the abundant
SINEs, previously reported for monotremes [49].
Gene finding and annotating
We found that platypus sequence was best aligned to human
sequence in a pair-wise manner after translation from nucleotide
to amino acid sequence. Previous comparisons of monotreme,
marsupial, and placental mammal sequence showed that only
14% of platypus sequence can be aligned with human at the
nucleotide level [48]. More efficient alignments of multiple
genomic sequences from highly diverged species could be
accomplished by use of MLAGAN for comparative alignment,
allowing the identification of more conserved regions [34,36].
Arrangement of the DMRT1–DMRT3–DMRT2 genes and
their transcriptional direction in platypus are the same as for
humans and all other mammals. In fact, the arrangement is
conserved from Fugu [3] to humans [9,10]. Annotation of the
platypus DMRT gene cluster used several gene prediction
programs, none of which alone is optimal for annotating the
structure of monotreme genes. We found that a combination of
several programs as well as experimental validation was needed
for proper annotation of the platypus gene cluster. Since no
single gene prediction program is optimal (reviewed in [50])
and as the platypus genome is about to be released, the training
and adaptation of existing prediction programs will be
advantageous. Alternatively, monotreme-specific algorithms
can aid in mining the functional landscape of the mammalian
genome for clues as to what distinguishes mammalian from
avian, reptilian, or piscine genomes.
Our annotation was based on gene finding and VISTA
comparisons as well as expression analysis. Analysis with gene
prediction programs revealed several novel exonic sequences,
but the presence of only one of these was verified in an analyzed
testis RNA sample. The predicted proteins based on the final
annotation align with high identity to the sequence of human
orthologues. Isolation and sequencing of full-length cDNA
could also refine the structure of platypus DMRT2 and reveal
any novel putative exons, as well as identifying possible splice
variants.
Analysis of the sequence of the platypus DMRT gene cluster
resulted in the finding of many novel conserved noncoding
Fig. 5. Final annotation of the predicted platypus DMRT gene cluster. (A) Features of the platypus predicted proteins, including the DM domain, are shown below a scale for amino acid numbers and assigned exons for
OaDMRT1, with a P/S domain; OaDMRT2, with the previously described DMRT2/DMRT11E domain and a glutamate-rich domain; and OaDMRT3, with the characteristic DMA domain. (B) The final annotation of the
platypus DMRT gene cluster taking into account homology, de novo gene predictions, as well as RT-PCR results. Arrows symbolize genes and their transcriptional direction, with blue blocks indicating exons and pale
blue UTRs, along the contig of platypus sequence with a numbered scale in base pairs, 241,497 bp. CNGs are marked on the homology track, with fragment 2.04 at the 53,000 bp mark between OaDMRT3 and















Fig. 6. Tissue-specific expression of DM domain genes in the platypus. (A)
Expression pattern in various tissues by RT-PCR using primers specific for each
DMRT gene. As internal controls, each reaction was performed with (+) and
without reverse transcriptase (−). The platypus GAPDH gene was amplified as a
positive control. The negative control is indicated as −ve. (B) Expression profile
of the predicted fragment 2.04 upstream of OaDMRT2 (see also Supplemental
Figs. 2 and 3).
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DMRT2 as well as in the intergenic regions. A functional study
of CNGs will determine if they play a regulatory role in
modulating temporal gene expression or in binding yet
unidentified factors (ENCODE project, http://www.nhgri.nih.
gov/ENCODE). Alternatively, they could represent noncoding
exons. Our comparisons allowed us to classify CNGs as specific
to placentals, mammals, or vertebrates, suggesting a gradual
evolution of DMRT gene regulation. Identification of regulatory
regions will be important in gaining insights into the control of
DMRT function and its relevance to genetic disease; for instance
changes in these regions may be sought in XY sex-reversed
females with no deletion or point mutation in the coding
sequence.
Location of DMRT1 genes on the sex chromosome chain
The platypus has a complex sex chromosome system, with
5 X chromosomes represented as pairs in females and as single
copies in males and 5 Y chromosomes that are male-specific
[5]. The 10 sex chromosomes form a translocation chain at
male meiosis in which alternating X and Y chromosomes are
joined by chiasmata within small terminal homologous
regions. The large X1 chromosome at one end of the chain
has homology to the human X [51]. At least some genes on
this X seem to be subject to dosage compensation [52], and it
has been suggested that the chain is maintained because of
selection against disruption of the dosage compensation
system [53].We show here that genes of the DMRT cluster colocalize
to the platypus X5 at the other end of the chain, confirming
the previous mapping of DMRT1 to this position [5].
Location on X5 was confirmed by mapping in male cells,
which all had signals over a single X5. Thus DMRT1,
DMRT3, and DMRT2 are present in a single copy in males
and two copies in females in platypus. It would be of interest
to determine the location in platypus of chicken Z-borne
genes to establish the extent of homology between the
platypus X5 and the bird Z.
A sex chromosome location for platypus DMRT1 is
unique among mammals, since this gene is autosomal in all
placentals as well as the two marsupials studied, tammar
wallaby [54] and opossum (Mondom3, http://bioinf.wehi.edu.
au/cgi-bin/gbrowse/opossum). However, DMRT1 is located
on the highly conserved Z chromosome in birds [16,55], but
is absent from the W chromosome, even in the emu, in
which the W is largely homologous to the Z [16]. DMRT1
does not appear to be dosage compensated in birds [56], and
it has been suggested that differential dosage of this gene
between males and females plays a role in bird sex
determination [12]. This would be consistent with the sex-
reversed phenotype of XY females with a deletion of the
terminal region of chromosome 9p, which harbors the DMRT
cluster.
Is DMRT1 involved in platypus sex determination?
Platypus sex determination remains a mystery. Despite many
searches, there is no evidence for a platypus homologue of the
SRY gene that triggers testis determination in placental
mammals [5], and it may be that the platypus system retains
some elements of the bird/reptile system. The multiple sex
chromosomes admit possibilities of a dose-regulated testis (or
ovary)-determining gene on one of the five X chromosomes or a
male-dominant testis-determining gene on one of the five Y
chromosomes.
Whereas the inclusion of DMRT1 within the platypus sex
chromosome chain, however, suggests that it might be involved
in platypus sex determination, the dosage difference in platypus
(one X copy in males, two in females) is opposite that in birds
(two Z copies in males, one in females). Whether this 1:2
difference between males and females is modified by a dosage
compensation system is unknown, but either way, it is difficult
to see how DMRT1 dosage differences could be the basis of the
platypus sex-determining system.
The sex-specific expression of OaDMRT1 in platypus is
consistent with a role in testis differentiation in this species, as
for other vertebrates. DMRT1 is solely expressed in human
testis, while several DMRT genes are expressed in the mouse
testis [11,13]. Whether DMRT1 is the gene that triggers
gonadal differentiation early in platypus fetal development or
is downstream of this in the testis-determining pathway, as it
is for humans, is impossible to determine, because expression
studies during the critical period of sex determination in the
embryo cannot realistically be studied in a species which is
highly protected and not amenable to captive breeding. It
19N. El-Mogharbel et al. / Genomics 89 (2007) 10–21remains possible that platypus DMRT genes may have other
roles in sexual determination: cf. the X-linked DMRT8
expressed in human ovary [10]. Platypus DMRT3 was
expressed only in testis so this gene, too, may be involved
in sexual differentiation. A search for homologues of other
genes involved in the sex-determination pathway in mammals
could provide clues about the position of DMRT1 in the
pathway and might even reveal other genes that localize to X
or Y chromosomes in the platypus meiotic multiple chain. The
answer to the question of platypus sex determination is likely
to be just as fascinating as the unique physiology of the
platypus.Materials and methods
BAC library screening, subcloning, sequencing
The commercially available CUGI platypus BAC library was screened with
a radiolabeled partial chicken DMRT1 cDNA, and yielded BAC OA-Bb 45A13
(as described in [5]), and subsequently rescreened with platypus region C to
obtain BAC OA_Bb 24M14 [3]. These BACs were fully sequenced at the
Genome Sequencing Center at Washington University in St. Louis.
DNA preparation, tissue culture, and RNA isolation
All DNA and tissues used in this work, including tissues used for RNA
extraction and DNA isolation and cell lines for tissue culture and metaphase
chromosome slides, were prepared from laboratory tissue stocks and cell lines
collected and established in recent years held under the Australian National
University Animal Experimentation Ethics Committee (Approval Nos. AEEC
R.CG.02.00, R.CG.07.03, and R.CG.08.03) and Environment ACT licenses
(Nos. LI2001068, LI2001069, LI2001204, LI2002270, and LT2001069). DNA
was isolated using standard methods.
Total RNA was isolated using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen), according to
the manufacturer's instructions, from tissues of captured male and female
platypus. Female fibroblast cells were grown in tissue culture prior to RNA
isolation [5].
FISH
Mapping of BACs onto mitotic chromosome spreads of male platypus was
achieved with two-color FISH, as outlined in [5]. The DMRT1 BAC (OABb-
43A15) was labeled by nick-translation with biotin-11–dUTP and the signal
detected with FITC-conjugated avidin, while the DMRT2-3 BAC (OABb-
24M14) was labeled with digoxigenin-16–dUTP and the signal detected withTable 2
Primers used in PCR and RT-PCR experiments to amplify platypus-specific sequenc
Region Primer
Region E (CNG) RegE 1F
Region E (CNG) RegE 3R
2.04 RT2.04F
2.04 RT2.04R
DMRT2 last exon D2F1
DMRT2 last exon D2R1
DMRT3 last exon D3F2
DMRT3 last exon D3R
DMRT3 exons 1 and 2 DM3RT1LstR
Control GAPDH GAPDH F
Control GAPDH GAPDH R
DMRT1 exon 1 DMPlatF1
DMRT1 exon 4 DMPlatR1Cy3-conjugated anti-digoxigenin antibody, all as described previously. DAPI,
FITC, and TRITC raw images were adjusted minimally and then merged and
processed using the IP Lab software package (Scanalytics, Inc.) and Abode
PhotoShop (version 7.0).
Sequence analysis and cross-species comparisons
Sequence analysis
For sequences derived from shotgun-generated plasmids or from direct
sequencing of PCR products, raw data were manually checked and corrected
prior to analysis with the Sequencher software package (GeneCode). A
homology search within available databases was carried out at the nucleotide
or protein level using the NCBI Blast programs [42] (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
BLAST/). Alignments of similar sequences were created in the MacVector
(Accelrys) program based on ClustalW software. Analysis of BAC
sequences was carried out with the Consed software at Washington
University, St. Louis, to determine the quality of reads prior to deposition
in the database and de novo and homology-based gene predictions or
annotation.
For repeat sequence analysis we used the slow option of the free Web server
RepeatMasker program (http://repeatmasker.org) to determine relative content
of transposable elements in our nucleotide sequences. The masked sequences
were used subsequently with other programs.
Cross-species comparisons with VISTA
We used the VISTA Web server to align genomic sequences [44] (http://
www.gsd.lbl.gov/VISTA/). We determined an overlapping sequence between
the two platypus BACs using the MacVector program (Scanalytics) and
subsequently merged the two overlapping platypus BAC sequences for the
VISTA alignment. All remaining sequences were found by Ensembl database
search and the coordinates are for the human sequence (260,000 bp), NCBI35,
chromosome 9, 800,000–1,060,000 bp; mouse (260,000 bp), NCBIM34, chro-
mosome 19, 24,691,213–24,951,213 bp; rat (260,000 bp), RGSC3.4, chromo-
some 1, 228,888,288–229,148,288 bp; dog (260,000 bp), BROADD1,
chromosome 1, 92,293,137–92,553,137; platypus (241,497 bp), as contig
above; opossum (384,149 bp), BROADO2, scaffold_17, 22,700,000–
23,084,149; and chicken (260,000 bp), WASHUC1, chromosome Z_random,
166,122–426,122. Transposable elements were masked prior to submission
using the RepeatMasker program, and the annotated human sequence was used
as the base reference track. Pair-wise sequence comparisons were calculated
with a threshold of 70% identity in a 100-bp window, with a 50% minimum
identity shown.
Gene prediction and annotation
The de novo gene prediction program GenScan was used to predict
annotation of the platypus BACs. For the homology-based GenomeScan
program, we used gene sequence from several informant genomes, including
piscine, avian, and human sequences, to increase accuracy with the
GenomeScan program. These include DMRT1 from chicken (AAF19666),es














20 N. El-Mogharbel et al. / Genomics 89 (2007) 10–21human (NP_068770), pig (NP_999276.1), rat (NP_446158.1), and zebrafish
(NP_991191.1); DMRT3 from mouse (NP_796334.1), human (NP_067063.1),
and zebrafish (AAU89440); and DMRT2 from human (AAF86295), mouse
(AAH27669), and zebrafish (NP_571027).
Final annotation was compiled using python scripting (www.python.org) to
integrate data from programs including experimental validation, VISTA,
GenomeScan, and GenScan (Fig. 5B).
Expression analysis and RT-PCR
For RT-PCR, RNA was transcribed using the Expand reverse transcriptase
system (Roche), as recommended by the manufacturer. Primers used are listed in
Table 2. Subsequent PCRs were run under conditions described below and with
controls of water in place of template as negative control and with dilute RNA
(without reverse transcriptase, 1/40 of the original RNA sample) to test for any
contaminating DNA.
PCR
All reactions used Taq DNA polymerase enzyme (Roche, Promega) at a
concentration of 1 U/10 μl of every amplification reaction using 100–200 ng of
DNA template; 0.2 mM each dATP, dCTP, dTTP, and dGTP; and 0.02 mM
primer pairs in appropriate buffer with 3 mMMgCl2. PCR conditions were 94°C
for 3 min followed by 35 cycles of 94·C for 30 s, 55–63°C for 40 s (as in Table
2), and 72°C for 50 s and 1 cycle at 72°C for 3 min. PCR products were
separated on a 2% agarose gel.Acknowledgments
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